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ABSTRACT: Textile fabric is considered to be porous material. Great amount of circulating air 
through the textile fabric is influenced by size of air pores. Pore optima! size that d_epends on structure 
and_ material composition, has other important qualities of fabric: Static enclosed air in the fabric pores 
is its heat insulator. Porosity influences the fabric usage. Special kinds of fabric should have as small 
porosity as possible. With regard to usual kinds of fabric there is sought after such a porosity value 
that positively influences other fabric qualities. 11 
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I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this lecture is to find mutual dependency of fabric porosity on air permeability. At the 
same· time we evaluate contemporary methods of )Tleasurement of these qualities. The basic 
measurements of compareq fabrics were made at the faculty of textile TU Liberec. Consequently 
follows the measurements of the same parameters on I O samples of textile fabric at our departme.nt of
industrial design in Ružomberok. The mea,�urements were made -on the samples with similar basic 
parameters. We were verifying this way the usage possibility of picture analysis Lucy for porosity 
measurement. This way of measurement is not being used so far in the accredited laboratories in 
Slovak Republic. We think that other verification of this method on larger range of textile fabric 
proves that the usage probability in praxis is possible. 
I.I Dress function.
Comfort can be characterised as the feeling when we feel well in dress. The main function ofthe 
dress is protection from atmospheric exposure . The dress should protect us from coldness and warmth- we talk about thermal comfort of the dress. The dress should_ permit the body to breathe freely. On
the body can not be liquid sweat. We are talking about transmission of air, water vapour and moisture.
We sho,uld feel well in dress and from aesthetic point of view the dress should represent us but it
should not differentiate us too much from other people. Generally we can say that dress beside the
aesthetié and utility function fulfils also the function: symbolic, ritual, representative. Dress function
is formed by its qualities. Textile fabric qualities are divided into: utility, manufacturing, physical,
chemical. The large group ofutility qualities contains also physiological qualities as: air permeability,
water vapour permeability, water permeability, warmth permeability, aesthetic qualities, durability
and other qualities. Generally the textile fabric is divided into:
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